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Malwarebytes integration with Kaseya VSA, an award-winning remote 
management and monitoring (RMM) platform, helps Managed Service 
Providers (MSPs) protect their clients from malware so they can quickly 
recover from infections and maintain business continuity. 

OVERVIEW
Malwarebytes is a leader in the endpoint security space for MSPs with a 
best-in-class portfolio. Its integration with Kaseya VSA syncs data between 
both solutions, so you can deliver strong endpoint security for your clients 
using the latest Malwarebytes scanning and remediation tools. You can also 
uncover new options for generating revenue by offering endpoint security 
as a new product and service.

KEY CAPABILITIES 
The Malwarebytes integration with Kaseya VSA enhances your clients’ 
security and streamlines your endpoint management capabilities. Together, 
these powerful solutions boost your team’s productivity by eliminating 
manual tasks and blocking malware that threatens your clients’ businesses.

Reduces manual effort and enhances productivity 
The integrated products will save your staff time by enhancing process 
automation. Malwarebytes can detect and register new endpoints, without 
manual intervention, while providing an extremely simple process for 
linking customers and sites with Kaseya to ensure data between the two 
platforms stays in sync. The integration streamlines your deployments by 
automatically discovering and installing the Malwarebytes agent on new 
endpoints. 

Automatically generates tickets for new security threats
Malwarebytes and Kaseya protect your clients’ endpoints by working 
together to keep you and your team abreast of any newly detected 
threats. This enables you to act quickly and keep your customers’ 
environments safe. 

MALWAREBYTES INTEGRATION  
WITH KASEYA VSA
Deliver advanced endpoint security 
through the Kaseya VSA platform

Boosts your staff’s productivity 
and minimizes costs

Ensures your 
clients’ business continuity

Drives greater value from your 
Kaseya investment

KEY BENEFITS
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Malwarebytes believes that when people and organizations are free from threats, they are free to thrive. Much more than malware remediations, the 
company provides cyberprotection, privacy, and prevention to tens of thousands of consumers and organizations every day. for more information, visit 
https://www.malwarebytes.com.
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BEST-IN-CLASS ENDPOINT SECURITY FOR MSPS 
The cloud-based Malwarebytes for Business portfolio provides a broad range of solutions to support your 
endpoint protection and remediation needs including: 

MALWAREBYTES ENDPOINT DETECTION AND RESPONSE 
Endpoint detection and response (EDR) technology automatically detects, isolates, and remediates new threats 
for both workstations and servers, providing proactive protection and zero dwell-time in recovering from attacks.
 

MALWAREBYTES ENDPOINT PROTECTION 
Advanced endpoint threat prevention solution for both workstations and servers that uses multiple detection 
techniques for full attack chain protection.

INTEGRATION BENEFITS 

Boosts your staff’s productivity 
and minimizes costs 

• Enhances process automation 

• Eliminates the need to purchase 
disparate systems that require 
additional time to manage 

• Supports staff using the familiar 
Kaseya VSA interface, eliminating 
the need to learn another tool 

Ensures your customers’ 
business continuity

• Decreases time to scan and 
remediate 

• Reduces malware attacks 

• Minimizes downtime and the 
impact of infections, including 
preventing lateral spread across 
the network 

Drives greater value from 
your Kaseya investment 

• Ensures strong security for your 
customers’ endpoints 

• Increases your customers’ uptime 
and business productivity 

• Provides additional revenue 
stream

LEARN MORE

For more information on the Malwarebytes MSP program and our 
Kaseya VSA integration, please visit: www.malwarebytes.com/msp 

http://www.malwarebytes.com/msp

